
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

REQUEST FOR QUOTATION (RFQ) OF LAB EQUIPMENT 
Sealed quotations are invited from reputed firms/ distributors/dealers registered with relevant 
tax authorities for procurement of  following equipment: 

Equipment Descriptions & Quantity 

- Rotary Digital Torque Meter (0~100Nm)                                 Qty. 01 Nos 
- Printer Head for Binder Jet Printer                                             Qty. 01 Nos 
- PC - Card for print head of binder jet printer                           Qty. 01 Nos  
- Lens for Camera of EHD Printer                                                   Qty. 01 Nos 
- Laser for SLS Printer                                                                        Qty. 01 Nos 

Terms & Conditions: 
1. Bidders must be registered with relevant tax authorities (NTN/GST/KPRA) and are 

eligible to apply. 
2. Specification must be according to the requirement.    
3. Purchase order will be issued to lowest evaluated bidder.  
4. Unit Rate per item will be final and including all taxes, Installation charges, delivery 

charges etc and no change what so ever will be accepted. 
5. Taxes will be deducted as per Govt applicable rules.  
6. Quotes should include validity date (not less than 45 days) for the quoted price, exact 

delivery/commissioning date or any other information. 
7. Delivery will be made at GIK Institute, Topi, Swabi and proposal will be completed as per 

requirement.  
8. The interested suppliers should submit sealed quotations to undersigned office before 

1500 Hours on November 26, 2021. Late submission will not be accepted.  
9. Payment will be made through crossed cheque after the receipt of the bill / Invoice and 

delivery challan of the above items. 
10. The Institute reserves the right to accept/ reject/ change / alter/ remove any item or 

reduce /enhance quantity without assigning any reason.   
11. Institute has a right to cancel any or all the above items if material is not in accordance 

with our specification or if the delivery is delayed.   
12. Warranty / Guarantee must be provided in quotation.  

Assistant Director, Procurement Department, GIK Institute, Topi, Swabi (KP) 

Ph: 0938-281026 Ext. 2444, Email: taufeeq@giki.edu.pk 
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